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A calf bends an ear to receive an injection of a growth-promoting hormone pellet.

Trade war baloney
masks the meat
of the problem
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The U.S. beef industry and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
are reacting with shock and dismay
to the European Economic Community's (EEC) ban on American
beef raised with growth-promoting
steroids.
EEC nations have banned the
steriod-tainted beef, citing public
health risks. But the U.S. claims the
issue is entirely political, an attempt by the EEC to rid itself of a
beef surplus.
Washingon's case against the
EEC, however, does not seem to be
based on fact. While it's, true
Europe has a surplus of meat, it has
a shortage of "variety meat":
tongue, liver, tripe and kidney.
Eighty percent of America's meat
exports to Europe are variety
meats, products that do not sell
well in the U.S.
And despite the USDA and the
beef industry's apparent surprise at
the EEC action, the steroid issue is
not a new one. The EEC ban was
first announced in January 1987. Furthermore, during the Carter presidency, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) proposed a similar ban
of its own.
The steroids used in beef production are usually some form of estrogen. The hormone is supposed to be
implanted, in pellet form, in the ears
of cattle—since that part of the animal is never eaten. Until 1979 the
most popular brand of growth hormone contained a synthetic estrogen called DES—which was once
commonly used to prevent miscarriages but is now known to be a
carcinogenic compound. As Orville

Schell pointed out in his 1984 expose
Modern Meat, some experts link
DES-injected chicken to the onset of
premature puberty in a group of
Puerto Rican school children who
ate the poultry. Similar cases have
occurred in Italy and West Germany,
according to EEC officials.
The FDA banned DES in 1979, and
went even further to question the
safety of all beef steroid implants.
The administration cited studies
linking estrogen to cancer in lab animals—regardless of whether the estrogen was "organic," or synthetic
like DES. According to Dr. David
Greenman, principal investigator of
a 1979 study for the National Center
. for Toxicological Research, the endocrine system in any mammal is
highly sensitive to additional loads
of estrogen, even when the implanted hormones match its own. Greenman told In These Times that scientists now commonly accept a causal
relationship between increased estrogen loads and cancer.
The Carter FDA proposed that
more research be done on whether
steroid-tainted beef can cause cancer when eaten by humans. The industry's assault on the FDA's proposal came in two forms. First, steroid
manufacturers filed tremendous
amounts of favorable data about
their products. But the studiesconducted by the industry itself—
analyzed only the estrogen found in
meat, not the full impact of that meat
on the human body. The studies also
neglected to-consider the effects of
steroids implanted directly into the
flesh, rather than the ear, of the animal. No studies exist that assess this
common and illegal practice that results in markedly higher estrogen residues in cattle.
Second, according to Rod Leonard, former USDA administrator, the
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Reagan-appointed FDA came up with
a new formula to determine what
substances should be approved for
the market—one death per one million consumers. Leonard told In
These Times the use of this risk/benefit ratio supplanted the traditional
interpretation of the Pure Food and
Drug Act, which denied approval of
substances given reasonable doubt
of safety to human beings.
In 1983 the Reagan administration
closed its investigation of the steroid
issue called for by Carter's FDA. And
the FDA also lifted the one remaining
regulation on the use of steroids,
which required the removal of the
ear implants 60 days before slaughter. The commercial feedlots, not to
mention the animal-health industry,
couldn't have been happier. The
steroid-implant industry now enjoys
a $50 million domestic market.
By the industry's admission, some
brands on the market today mimic
qualities of DES due to a common
chemical structure. Implants made
by Eli Lilly, the West German firm
Boehringer Ingelheim and Syntex
contain estradiol, an estrogen derived from heifer ovaries. Some implants combine estradiol with testosterone or progesterone, suspected co-carcinogens that predispose the body to various cancers.
Other companies manufacture
growth-promoters synthetically, like
Hoechst-Roussel of Somerville, NJ.,
or "naturally," like Pitman-Moore of
Mundelein, 111.
The resurrection of the steroid
issue, even if shrouded as a trade
dispute, worries commercial feedlot
owners—and encourages small beef
producers and consumer groups.
The cattle industry and the USDA
have two choices. First, they could
refuse to comply with the EEC ban
and peddle $147 million in unsold

meat to Korea and Mexico. But there
is no guarantee that these countries
would not similarly restrict steroidimplanted meat. Second, they could
provide special labels for the esti-

The Peace Army
wants you!
This year some of those active in the
U.S. peace movement have decided
to "wage peace" through a new organized force, the Peace Army. In
These Times invitedGeorgeJarrett,
who has enlisted for a tour of duty
with the army's Santa Cruz Gaia Affinity Group, to talk about life on
the front.
•
•
•
For thousands of years the dominant force in political and social
life has been organized violence.
From the Roman empire to the Crusades, from Nazi Germany to Nicaragua, armies have been an enduring and decisive factor in determining how the people will live.
Beginning Sept. 1,1989, a newly
organized force—the Peace Army
—will seek to challenge and reverse
this trend. Waging peace as seriously as the military wages war, the
Peace Army will be composed of
people who enlist to spend one year
engaging in direct action against
first-strike nuclear weapons.
First-strike nuclear weapons, the
ultimate tool of military violence,
are a natural target for the Peace
Army. Since the atomic bomb was
first developed, the U.S. government has threatened to use its nuclear arsenal several times. The
U.S.' first-strike capability was enhanced during the '70s and '80s
when Congress funded a Pentagon
effort to build and deploy new weapons and delivery systems like the

mated 35-50 percent of American
beef that is raised without steroids,
thereby meeting EEC regulations
and pleasing US. consumer groups.
Of course, the problem with this

proposal is that if offered the choice,
few consumers—in Europe or
America—would opt for steroid-implanted meat.

Trident ll/D-5 missile, new antisubmarine technology and "Star
Wars" anti-missile weapons.
Taking this linchpin of U.S. military strategy as its first target, the
Peace Army will be an extension of
the non-violent peace movement.
Drawing on the tactics of peace
marches, anti-war encampments
and direct-action campaigns, the
affinity groups that comprise the
Peace Army will target one or more
facilities in the country's first-strike
infrastructure.
The campaign will begin in September with a preparation and
training period. Peace Army recruits will develop the skills needed
to build and sustain a powerful
community of resistance, such as
consensus decision-making, food
preparation, back-country tactics
and non-violence training. Thus
prepared, the Peace Army will descend upon the facility chosen for
the first actions. There they will set
up a community to sustain the
army as it plans and executes nonviolent actions. These actions will
be intended to symbolically and directly challenge nuclear weapons
development through blockades,
neighborhood outreach, backcountry occupations, postering
and direct disarmament.
The organization of the Peace
Army will be based on affinity
groups composed of five to 20
people. Armywide decisions will be
made by a council of the smaller
groups' representatives called
"spokes." The groups will act autonomously or in small clusters to

plan and execute their actions.
The Peace Army plans that its
actions will be reinforced by supporters around the country who
will be responsible for raising
money, generation media publicity
and providing support. These
peace partisans will also be
charged with planning and executing demonstrations and actions in
solidarity with the Peace Army.
At the moment organizers are
faced with the task of raising the
Peace Army. The First Strike Prevention Project of Santa Cruz, Calif.,
has already gathered the names of
some 200 people around the country and the world who support the
Peace Army. Several groups, including Seeds of Peace, American
Peace Test and the Mobilization for
Survival, have endorsed the army's
formation.
The next step in this ambitious
program is to identify local organizers in regions across the country
who will recruit Peace Army soldiers, form Peace Army affinity
groups and, of course, find the
necessary financial and personal
backing. On February 18-20 local
organizers will meet in Cleveland,
Ohio, to set the agenda for the first
Peace Army "spokes council,"
which will be held in Las Vegas on
April 5 and 6, immediately before
the American Peace Test's "Reclaim
the Test Site II" action.
For more information write
Peace Armv Catalyst Collective, oo
FSPP, Box 7061, Santa Cruz, CA
95061, or call (408) 427-0322.

be serious about."
The trouble began on December
23 when the oil barge collided with
its tug outside Grays Harbor, 90
VANCOUVER, CANADA-Canadian envi- miles southwest of Seattle. Lew Kitronmentalists were outraged to dis- tle of the Washington Department of
cover that a Washington state offi- Ecology ordered the U.S.-owned
cial ordered a barge leaking heavy barge to be towed away to avoid
viscous engine oil towed to sea, damaging the harbor's sensitive enwhere currents took the estimated vironment.
220,000-gallon spill onto the beaches
Kittle defends his action, saying
of British Columbia.
that it was only a recommendation
Several thousand birds and untold and that the Coast Guard "could
numbers of crabs, clams and other have brought the barge in if they
sea life have been killed in the after- disagreed." Kittle also says that he
math of the December spill. Beaches "didn't know the oil was going to
have been fouled for several hun- reach British Columbia. We had no
dred miles up and down the Pacific idea that would have happened."
Coast. Fishing has had to be halted
Meanwhile, hundreds of volunin some areas. With each storm the teers, many of whom are native
shoreline has been repeatedly re- people whose livelihoods depend on
oiled as previously submerged oil the sea, have been helping governcontaminates one of the most di- ment workers remove the oil and
verse but fragile ecosystems in Can- debris from the beaches.
ada.
There have also been complaints
Although there have been larger that the governments of Canada
oil spills in the world, Jim Masyk, and British Columbia have not resuperintendent of Canada's Pacific sponded adequately to the crisis.
Rim National Park, says, "We're Roberta Olenick, a zoologist who
learning how devastating even the helped with the cleanup, says, "The
so-called small spill is. Any spill of current oil disaster has provided
magnitude is something you should a truly impressive demonstration

Yankee oil,
go home

-Ray Walsh

meet the public's desire tor chemically safe food
by hiring the NutriCtean company of Oakland, Calif,, to monitor
Stores that have bought the
seifvlce say that their produce sales have ini|i|e'Corporate growers want nothing to do with
to rely on the industry. According to NutriCiean
Rnodes7tteall the companies buying his service
v family-owned operations that get their produce from
the srna1je£ growers. Says Rhodes, "The large chains which buy
from the large growers are chemically dependent, and they are not
going to get off of the stuff easily."
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Too smart for her own good
Clay, W.Va., Mayor Sharooz Jamie recently fired water system
clerk Betty Murphy for posting a sign in her city hall office that
read: "Do you want to speak to the man in charge, or to the
woman who knows what's going on?" The Associated Press reports that Jamie discharged Murphy, who is also city recorder,
because he didn't think funny signs belonged on city hall walls.
Said Jamie, "City Hall is not a joking place."

Spared the mini-series
CBS is making a four-hour TV docu-drama on the life of Oliver
North, the Iran-contra conspirator now on trial in Washington,
D,C. Oliver North, the movie, will begin with his childhood and
conclude with the Iran-contra hearings and his rise to media stardoniu In between there promises to be plenty of action. The dense
swampland along the Santa Ana River in Riverside County, Calif,,
wiii provide the ideal jungle setting for shooting the war-zone
scenes of Vietnam, El Salvador and Nicaragua. The only problem
is that the Santa Ana swamp is the nesting ground of the only
surviving flock of Bell's vireo, a tiny songbird on the nation's endangered species list Perhaps North, indirectly, will be able to do
to the Bell's vireo what he failed to do to Nicaragua.

-George Jarrett

of our complete inability to handle
even this supposedly minor spill. Despite this shortcoming, both federal
and provincial governments are
planning to lift the moratorium on
oil exploration off the West Coast in
the very near future."
The Canadian government has admitted that it was unprepared for an
oil spill of this magnitude and has
committed itself to developing strategies to handle any future spills. But
British Columbia Premier William
Vander Zalm, of the right-wing Social
Credit Party, ducked the question of
offshore drilling, saying, "Whenever
we talk about environmental concerns, we can at the same time consider the impact on the economy."
On January 20 British Columbia
and Washington state agreed to set
up an international committee to ensure that any future oil spills are
handled quickly. Canadian officials
say that they expect either the barge
company or Washington state to pay
compensation for the damage
caused by the oil spill and that they
will assist with filing any claims.
-Peter Prongos

In black and white
e Company refuses to bow to critics who say its
tooth Paste, marketed in the Third WorlCp^omotes racist

, The company; did drop the "r" from the name of its
in some East Asian ctttintries, but on the toothpaste box
translation of the English "Dakkie" remained "black
r According ^fheNeu) /hfemowdnafef. And
debuts in Japan—a country where Sambounderdrew. /name, . •
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